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Digital circuit symbols do not currently have commonly
accepted open standards for the formats of such symbols.
Consequently, digital cell libraries often come in proprietary
formats. The purpose of this project is to automatically create a
digital symbol library from a liberty file in the SkyWater pdk.
An algorithm was developed in Python and a standard digital
cell library was created in KiCad and XSCHEM. The algorithm
is able to parse through the liberty file, store information on the
cells, and successfully output a digital symbol library. In future
work, steps will be taken to automatically create a spice netlist
from the liberty file. Additionally, the standard digital cell
library

I. IMPORTANCE OF PROBLEM
When circuit chips manufacturing and its software were
first released, it was free to use. Eventually, the software
became licensed, and only the large companies and rich
research institutions could afford them. Eventually, the
software became dominated by three large companies:
Cadence, Mentor Graphics, and Synopsys. These
manufacturers created Process Design Kits (PDK’s) and sold
them so the public can use their software. The research
involved in this project is one of the many aspects involved to
allow engineers to manufacture chips freely with open source
software. One important part of chip manufacturing are digital
standard cell libraries. These are collections of low-level logic
functions. Most standard cell libraries have a limited number
of cell types, including INVERT and BUFFER; then AND,
OR, XOR, XNOR, which come in variations of 2, 3,and 4.
Additionally, there are a few useful combinations of gates
AOI (and-or-invert) and OAI (or-and-invert), MUX
(multiplexer, usually 2- and 4-input), TRIINV and TRIBUF
(tri-state inverter and buffer, and FA and HA (full- and halfadder circuits).
The cells in standard cell libraries are organized with
fixed-height, variable-width full-custom cells. The libraries
being fixed height is important. This enables the cells to be
placed in a fixed number of rows and an unlimited number of
columns, making the process of automating the digital layout
of the cell easier. The cells are typically optimized full-custom
layouts, which minimize delays and area. However, the
descriptions of digital standard cell libraries are not accessible
by the public, and even if they are they usually are not
readable. Descriptions of digital standard cell libraries often
come in a proprietary format (such as Synopsys), a proprietary
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and binary, human unreadable format such as Open Access,
or have no symbols at all. Instead, most open source schematic
entry tools have their own unique symbol formats.
However, the liberty file format is very often used for
every digital standard cell library offered as part of a foundry
process design kit (PDK). The liberty file contains “functions”
that describes the Boolean function of a digital logic gate as a
Boolean equation. This liberty file can be parsed through to
identify the different digital logic gates that are being used.
Unfortunately, the liberty file format allows many ways for
describing a Boolean function. For example, to represent to
represent "A AND B", you can have "A & B", "A B", and
possibly "A * B" as well.
Not much research has been done in this component of
EDA development. Hirotaka Terai and his colleagues[13]
have done research on a standardized digital cell library for a
single flux quantum circuit. Their research is similar to mine
in that they are creating a cell library out of complicated and
proprietary pieces of code. Additionally, Miguel Miranda and
his colleagues[7] have done research on statistical
comparisons in Electronic Automation Design with the Monte
Carlo computational algorithms.
II. OBJECTIVE
The goal of this research was to take a disorganized,
complicated liberty file and automatically create a digital
symbol library based on a known set of standard cells. This set
of known symbols was created in KiCad and XSCHEM. Cell
information would be gathered and stored by parsing the
liberty file to create a digital symbol library in KiCad and
XSCHEM.

III. METHODOLOGY
Python was used to create the liberty file parser. The first
step was to read the liberty file into a list. The main function
called parser() was written to do so. This function opened the
liberty file and created a list, where each element was a line in
the file (in chronological order). A function called
get_cell_names() was written, which took the list of lines and
searched for the line with the cell name. This denotes the
beginning of the cell. The function stored the cell names of
each cell in the liberty file into a list called cell_names. Every

time the get_cell_names() finds a cell name (the beginning of
a cell) it stores that line’s number in a list called cell_divisions
to keep track of the start and ends of each cell’s lines.
The next step was to store the functions of each cell. Using
cell_divisions, a function called get_function searched
through only the liberty file’s lines belonging to that cell for
its information. The program parsed through this group of
lines to find the function line of the cell name. Since some
cells have multiple functions, in the list of functions, called
cell_function, each element is a list containing the functions
for each cell. For example: cell_function = [[A&B],[AORB,
A&B&C]]. This would be cell_functions if the liberty file had
two cells, where one cell was an AND gate, and the other cell
had two outputs: an OR function and a triple AND function.
The procedure then returns this list of cell functions.
After, the program had to store the footprint of the cell.
The same methodology as the get_function() function was
used to create a function called get_footprint. This function
parses through the group of lines from the liberty file
(determined by the cell_divisions list) and stores the footprint
of each cell in a list, and then returns this list. Since cells only
have one footprint, this function is a little simpler than
get_functions.
Then, the next step was to determine if the cell was a
sequential gate, and what type was it. The sequential cell
category was divided into two groups: flip flops and latches.
To determine if the cells in the liberty file was a flip flop, a
procedure called get_sequential. This procedure uses
cell_divisions and searches the cell lines in the liberty file to
find the string “ff (“ which denotes the cell as a flip flop. Once
it is determined that the cell is a flip flop, the parser finds the
values for the following variables: Clock, preset, clear, and
next state. Additionally, if the “ff (“ string has two elements
after the parentheses("IQ","IQ_N), that means that the flip
flop has two outputs. All this information is appended to a
temporary list, and this list is appended to a larger list called
sequential_cells. Each element in this list contains the
sequential information for the cell, and an empty list if the cell
is not sequential. Another procedure called get_latch
determines whether the cell in the liberty file is a latch. This
procedure uses cell_divisions to search for the string “LATCH
(”. This string denotes that the cell in the SkyWater liberty file
is a Latch gate. Then the parser finds values for the following
variables: data_in, clear, preset, and enable. Additionally, if
the “LATCH (“ string has two elements after the
parentheses("IQ","IQ_N), it has two outputs. Similar to the
get_sequential procedure, all this information is stored in a
temporary list for each cell, and this list is appended to a larger
list called latch_cells. Each element in latch_cells is a list that
contains all the latch information, or an empty list. After that,
another procedure was written called get_pin that stores the
pins of each cell. Again, using cell_divisions, the lines in each
cell were parsed, looking for the string“ pin(“, which
contained a letter(or letter plus a number) representing the
name of the pin.
The program then parsed through the lines after the pin to
determine if it was an input or output. The pins for each cell
were stored in two separate lists based on if they were an input

or output (output pins were stored in the second list). A list
containing the inputs and outputs is appended to a larger list
called pin_cells, where each element is two lists that represent
the input and output pins of that cell. Then, the program
combined all the information for each cell into a dictionary
called cell_dict. Since all the functions, footprints, sequential
information, latch information, and pins were parsed through
chronologically, the indexes matched with the index of the cell
name. For example, if the second cell in the liberty file was
called “sky_cell050”, all the information of the cell will be in
the second index of all these lists created in the previous
procedures. In the procedure make_cells, every key in
cell_dict is the cell name and the value of each key is a list
containing all the information that was parsed from the liberty
file.
Finally, the map_cells procedure was written to determine
what kind of gate each cell is. My mentor, Mr. Tim Edwards,
and I created a text file called gate_list. This file contained the
gate type and its properties to determine if that is the correct
gate. By parsing through this file and comparing it to the
information in the grand cell dictionary, the program was able
to identify the properties of non-sequential gates and find what
type each cell was, and store it in a new dictionary called
gate_type. For Latches and Flip Flops, a naming system was
implemented. The base cell type name for Latches and Flip
Flops was “LATCH” and “DFF” respectively. Then based on
the data collected by get_sequential and get_latch, additional
letters are appended to the cell type name. For example, if the
value of “clear” is “!R”, then you had a letter “S” to the cell
type name. The function map_cells returns the dictionary
gate_type, where the keys are the cell names from liberty file
and the values are the cell’s type (AND3, DFFS, LATCH,
XNOR2, etc.) Finally, after mapping the cells, the symbol
library of the liberty file was created. Using KiCad, a symbol
library of standard cells was drawn. The library information is
stored in a KICAD_SYM file, which contains all the pins
names and drawing positions of each symbol (Basically
contains the directions for KiCad to draw and label a symbol).
Using the dictionary created in map_cells, the cell information
is used to find lines in the KICAD_SYM file that code for the
designated symbol, and write those lines to a new
KICAD_SYM file for the liberty file being parsed through.
Then the correct cell and pin names were substituted into the
new KICAD_SYM file. When opening the KICAD_SYM file
in KiCad, a symbol library appears with all of the symbols in
the liberty file.
Repository
My open source
symbol_libraries

repository

is

arjunr10/eda-

(https://github.com/arjunr10/eda-symbol_libraries)
IV. FUTURE
Future improvements I could do is to expand the gate_list
text file to contain more cell types. Additionally, the next step
would be to automatically output a spice netlist. The
XSCHEM library is still currently progress, but it is the same
concept as creating it in KICAD.
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